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Minecraft Blockopedia is your indispensable guide to the very stuff of Minecraft: the blocks!

Beautifully presented in hexagonal block form in a stylish box: this is the ultimate gift for both the

experienced minecrafter and the novice. Minecraft can be an overwhelming place in which to first

set foot, but with this book you'll always know what's around you, under your feet, and at your virtual

fingertips. Every single block is featured with its location, function, and behaviour. With 300 pages

stuffed with facts and images, Blockopedia is grouped into helpful sections by type of block:

naturally generated, ores and minerals, plants, and liquids and gases. In addition to their properties,

you'll get all the stats on blast resistance, transparency, light emittance and block drops. You'll also

discover the secrets of each block and informative facts about how they behave. Basic blocks such

as dirt, grass, and cobblestone are found in abundance in the Overworld. But for the rarer variety,

such as Nether quartz ore, it will mean a trip into the Nether dimension. With Minecraft Blockopedia

you'll survive better, live happier, and build stronger. It is perfect for Minecrafters aged 9 and up. It

collects all of the official Minecraft series to become the best Minecrafter you can be: Minecraft The

Survivors' Book of Secrets; Minecraft Blockopedia; Minecraft: Exploded Builds: Medieval Fortress;

Minecraft Beginner's Handbook Minecraft Construction Handbook; Minecraft Combat Handbook;

and, Minecraft Redstone Handbook.
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Mojang is a games studio based in Stockholm, Sweden. Mojang was founded in 2009 by Markus



"Notch" Persson and Jakob Porser. Markus Persson is also the creator of Mojang's best-selling

game to date: Minecraft. The alpha version of Minecraft was launched in 2009, and the official game

went on sale in 2011. Since then over 100 million copies have been sold, across multiple platforms.

It is now the second best-selling video game of all time. In 2014, Mojang was bought by Microsoft.

The acquisition hasn't changed much about the company - they still release and support games on

multiple platforms, including iOS, Playstation and many more, as well as Windows and Xbox.

Mojang plan to keep their independent spirit and continue to treat their community with the respect

and honesty it deserves.

Interesting book. It's shaped like a block (when you're looking at the picture, imagine the black

border not around the book). It's very comprehensive, but more of a reference guide than sit down

and read type of book. I purchased it because my daughter is really getting into Minecraft and I

thought instead of her playing Minecraft all the time, she could read about it as well. This book will

eventually be of use to her I'm sure, but for now it's more of a visual guide that she tends to flip

through.

Awesome!!! Not an imperfection on it and what fun to read!!! My nephew (and I confess) and me

enjoy it immensely!!! Definitely recommend for any Minecraft fan...

Out of all our boy's the youngest is the first "resistant reader". He will memorize a book word for

word just to avoid reading it! Lol! No lie.We considered many of the Official, and Non-Official

Minecraft books to get him reading more, and scanning less. We figured this would be the most

useful to him, and he could refer back to it as needed - thereby HAVING to read it!!Maw Hahahaha!

Parental Diabolical Planning tight there!P.D.P. in place we sent for it, and have been surprised by it

- in good ways, & bad, but enough good to earn 5 stars from us!First thing you will notice is the

cover feels flimsy for the weight of the book (it is after all not as long as it would be if they had

printed the book out in a simple rectangular shape as most books are), which means for us - duct

tape is in that books future! I am sure 10 years from now that will be the crucible of all collectors

looking for pristine 1st editions.As for the rest of the actual construction of the book - it's premium.

Really nice materials.The make up of the books information we had hoped would be more reference

book style, & to hold much more information in a cohesive standard - like how reference books are

organized. We also think that for the price, and all the obvious effort they put into designing, &

marketing this book that anything, and everything Minecraft block would be incredibly informative,



and completely covered.However even with all that going on, and room for improvement we are

super excited to give this to our Minecraft Fan! Even if he was 35! It's just that nice of an item, AND

it does have bunches of useful information in it that players, and newb's alike will to receive. (If

you're buying this for yourself, don't hesitate it's a really nice book!)Can't emphasis enough that this

is a great adult book! We wouldn't want you to think it should be defined as a kids book based on

how we are using it. We would place it in the adult section at the library, & MAYBE in the kids

section, MAYBE - it does have that covers need to be taken care of issue that we don't think would

survive the Reading Nook at our library.All in all~We DO recommend this book!There's something

for everyone to learn from it, & just can't say enough how nice of a book it is. Even after you get to

know it forwards, & backwards it's gonna look nice on the shelf, or on the coffee table. Good for

learning, reference, getting kids reading more, and as a conversation starter!Hope our review

helped!

This is a high quality book that your Minecraft fanatic will love. It's one of those books that just has a

heft and feel to it that makes you want to pick it up and page through it. It's thick, heavy, and packed

full of all sorts of different Minecraft trivia and information. It focuses primarily on the foundational

aspect of Minecraft, illustrating and detailing each type of block and resource component piece so

as to better grasp the how of it, rather than the why. It's the non-fiction, grounded, version of a

dreamer's guide to fantastical Minecraft structures.My daughter doesn't really appreciate the quality

of it, but she does like the book itself. It's substantial enough that, were it about another topic or

subject matter, it could have filled in as a competent coffee table book. It's built to last, and sturdy

enough that I think it will, well beyond when she's still interested in Minecraft itself. As an adult, I

don't particularly care for the game, but I can, and do, appreciate the quality and craftsmanship of

this book itself.

It came perfectly on time. It is a hexagonal book, the black you see around it is actually a nice black

box for it to sit in with a plastic cover over the book. The book itself is made a good quality paper

and seemingly well made. I am very impressed with it. It also has a black ribbon book mark that is

part of the book. The Book itself goes over the different blocks and things of mine craft from

naturally generated blocks all the way to crafted blocks like stairs, fences, brewing stands. It covers

just about everything. I definitely recommend it and for the prime price, it is DEFIANTLY worth it!

If you have a Minecraft addict, I HIGHLY recommend this book. My daughter absolutely loved it.



Yes, it's a little expensive but it is a high quality book with large pictures and very detailed. My

daughter and I created a little trivia game with it. I randomly flip to a page and quiz her about stuff. I

was absolutely SHOCKED at just how much she knew. She's only 8 but was schooling me on

things like "obsidian". I had no idea what it was in the game and I was informed it was "in real life

too Mom!". I personally find Minecraft to be rather boring and have struggled to develop an interest

in it for my daughters sake. So this book helped me to be a part of the Minecraft culture with her as I

find enjoyment in quizzing her. This also gives her a chance to shine and show off which helps with

her self esteem. She smiles proudly when I fail to stump her on each and every page.
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